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FIRE SPRINKLERS – OFFICE & RETAIL 
 

Fire Sprinklers are installed in your tenancy to automatically detect a fire developing and 

stop this from spreading by cooling the surrounding area. Sprinklers operate one at a time as 

each head detects heat and only those heads will discharge water. They are 99.9% effective 

at controlling a fire and save millions of dollars a year in losses to the economy. 

Several common problems are encountered with fire sprinklers and care should be taken to 

ensure that the sprinkler can discharge water over the fire, and that the system is not 

accidentally activated.   

The red bulb in a sprinkler head is made of very fine glass and is very 

delicate. The glass bulb holds back very high pressures of water behind it 

and will shatter and discharge water if the bulb is damaged or knocked.  

Never hang anything from a fire sprinkler head – this can easily cause the 

head to operate.  

Take care and report damage to the deflector plate at the bottom of the 

head. This can prevent water from being correctly discharged, and 

generally means the bulb has been weakened 

Never paint a fire sprinkler – this will stop it from operating and will mean the head has to be 

replaced. When painting an area around a fire sprinkler, arrange for appropriate protection to 

be installed over the head – call FFP to arrange this. Never deliberately obstruct a head as 

this could compromise your insurance cover. 

Do not hang any items such as signage or decorations from the sprinklers or the sprinkler 

pipework. This can cause the water discharge to be obstructed and prevent the sprinkler 

from putting out a fire, and the additional weight can cause the pipework to fail.   

Where tradespeople are working, ensure they do not attach cables 

or other pipes to sprinkler pipes – this is strictly forbidden.  

Stock must not be stacked within 500mm of the bottom of sprinkler 

heads as they must be able to discharge water effectively across a 

fire. Please note that specific height limits may apply for certain 

goods. Check with your property manager to understand how high 

you can stack items in racks.  

 

When a fire sprinkler operates the Fire Service will 

automatically respond to shut down the system, and FFP will 

respond to repair the system and reinstate the water supply. 

Taking care around fire sprinklers will prevent any problems 

and save a lot of effort and cost in stock and property 

damage.  

If in doubt check with the team at FFP to avoid a disaster.   
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